
GraphLaplacianregularized maximimizationof an additive teststatistic C + Fast
+ Empirically high power and low FDR
+ Robust to missing edges
+ Finds predictive features
+ Extended to multiple related outcomes [8]
 Additive
 Parameter selection

The problem can be reformulated as thefollowing s/tminimum cut problem andefficiently solved with a maximum flowalgorithm (e.g. BoykovKolmogorov).argmax
f∈{0,1}p

c>f︸︷︷︸
association

− η ||f ||0︸ ︷︷ ︸
sparsity

− λ f>Lf︸ ︷︷ ︸
connectivity

fi =

{
1 if i ∈ S
0 otherwise

Laplacian: L = D−W

f>Lf =
∑
i∼j

(fi − fj)
2

Networkguided feature selection:
Find a small number of features, connectedin a given network, that jointly explain theoutcome variable.

p = 105 — 107 genetic alterations (SNPs)
n = 102 — 104 samples

Genomewide association studies (GWAS):
Which genetic alterations explain theobserved phenotype?

Connectivity penalties:
 Network constrained [6]
 Overlapping groups [4]
 Structured sparsity [3]
 Pathcoding for DAGs [7]

+ Predictive model
+ Joint effects
 Do not scale easily
 Indirect feature selection
 Additive
 Parameter selection

argmin
β∈Rp

L(y, β>D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss

+ η ||β||1︸ ︷︷ ︸
sparsity

+ λΩ(β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
connectivity

Look for subnetworksenriched in low pvalues. + Parameters have intuitiveinterpretations.
 Approximate
 Do not scale easily
 Not robust to network noise
 Do not look for variablesthat jointly explain theoutcome

 jActiveModules [2]:simulated annealing
 dmGWAS [5]: greedy search

ZS =

∑|S|
i=1 zi√
|S|

Consistency/Stability

IC(S,S ′) :=
Observed(|S ∩ S ′|)− Expected(|S ∩ S ′|)
Maximum(|S ∩ S ′|)− Expected(|S ∩ S ′|)

Maximum(|S ∩ S ′|) = min(|S|, |S ′|)

Expected(|S ∩ S ′|) =
|S||S ′|

n

For k sets
IC(S1,S2, . . . ,Sk) =

k(k − 1)

2

k∑
i=1

k∑
j=i+1

IC(Si,Sj)

 Nonlinear models
 Parameter selection

E.g. in the context of summary statistics
 Other graph regularizers

E.g. approximate the number of connectedcomponents
 Compute pvalues
 Scale to larger data sets (e.g. eQTL)
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